INDOTA CM18 CHARGING CART
The Indota CM18 32 Bay Trolley is a safe and
secure mobile trolley that offers storage and
charging for iPads, Chromebooks, tablets and
laptops.
The Indota CM18 is a compact cart, perfect for
those with limited space.

Each bay has its own dedicated power socket and with Indota's SMART charging system you can efficiently charge your devices, prolonging the battery life. Also with
SMART comes the ability to choose when your devices charge on the programmable
timer so if you have cheaper energy at night you can set it to charge then. Throughout,
the trolley is built in Ventilation to ensure your devices are kept cool.

There are two variations of the CM18 Cart:

Indota CM18
The Indota CM18 is designed for iPads, Chromebooks, tablets and small laptops that are all charged
using their own AC adaptors. The rear of the CM18
has 32 surge protected plug sockets, ready for the
user to just plug in and begin charging.
Robust dividers, with cable management allow you
to simply slot in your desired devices, and attach the
connector that feeds in from the rear of the cabinet.

Indota CM18 Plus—Syncing Version
Indota CM18 Plus provides secure charging, syncing and movement of your devices. With
built in sync facility you can simply sync all your devices with a master iPad or laptop.
The intelligent PCB inside the unit can detect the type of device that has been connected and
emit the correct power, allowing for the most optimised charging rate.

INDOTA CM18 CHARGING TROLLEY

Dimension

94(H) x 87.5(W) x 52(D)

Device Capacity

32 Bays

Charging Device

Ipad, Chromebook and small laptop

Frame Material

Robust metal frame for strength, security & durability

Divider Material

Plastic including cable management

Wheels

4” with lockable brake

Power Supply

Power Socket or USB HUB

Charge/Sync

Sync on Plus Model only

External Power Outlet

Standard

Cable Management

Standard

Shelves

Fixed Standard or Sliding Optional

Internal Shelf Dimension

32(D) x 25(H)

Cooling Fan

Standard

Smart Power Management

Standard with indicator for timer set, overload protection and short circuit
protection.

Colour

White and Grey

